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NEW LED STRIP LAMPS HAVE WATERPROOF SWITCH & DUAL COLORS 
 
 

Galleys, nav stations, flybridges, engine compartments and other 

onboard areas are often poorly lit. Hella marine's new Surface Mount Strip 

LED Lamps are designed with an extremely low profile; they fit just about 

anywhere to provide bright, accurate l ight. New models feature a built-in 

waterproof switch and increased LEDs provide greater illumination. 

Each dimmable strip now has 12 high-performance LEDs producing 

an exceptional output of 250 lumens (white), yet draws less than 3W, 

making it an ideal replacement for a fluorescent fixture. Engineered lens 

optics also distribute light without glare while the Color temperature and 

Rendering Index (CRI) rating of 85 ensures high color accuracy. These 

attributes are important for proper work area illumination or for creating a 

desirable ambiance in living spaces. New dual blue-white, or night vision 

saving red-white combinations offer increased versatility and customization 

on board. 

The lamp housings are completely sealed to IP67 standards and are 

made of an advanced, UV-resistant acrylic. Combined with the new 

integrated, waterproof switch, they're perfect for exterior areas exposed to 

the elements, yet are stylish enough to fit into any décor. Rigorous Hella 

marine testing ensures they withstand vibration, impact and shock loads. 

Because they're surface-mounted, these LED lamps are easily 

installed on ceilings, bulkheads, bait boards or other places where bulky, 
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recessed lighting isn't an option. Hella marine pre-wires and seals the twin 

core marine cable for absolute water tightness, which translates to long-

lasting reliability. 

Suggested retail prices of Hella marine Surface Mount Strip LED 

Lamps range from $40–$80. Made in New Zealand, all  are backed by a 5-

year warranty. 

Contact Hella marine Inc., 201 Kelly Dr., Peachtree City, GA 30269. 

770-631-7500. SOE.sales@hella.com; www.hellamarine.com. 


